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Abstract 

The described protocol is a simple method to make protein micropatterns with a 
micron size resolution. It can be applied to control cell shape and adhesive geometry, 
and also for any other assay requiring protein patterning. It is based on the use of 
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a photomask with microfeatures to locally irradiate with deep UV light (below 200 nm) 
an antifouling substrate, making it locally adsorbing for proteins. The entire process 
can be subdivided into three main parts. The first part describes the design of a 
photomask. The second part describes the passivation (antifouling treatment) of the 
substrate, its irradiation, and the binding of proteins. The entire process can be 
completed in a couple of hours. It requires no expensive equipment and can be 
performed in any biology lab. The last part describes cell deposition on the micro-
patterned substrate. We also provide a discussion with pitfalls and alternative techni
ques adapted to various substrates, including silicone elastomers. 

I. Introduction 

Microfabrication techniques applied to cell biology already have a rather long 
history [see Folch and Toner (2000) and Whitesides et al. (2001) for reviews of 
many micropatterning techniques developed from the 1970s to the 1990s]. The 
recent development of biological applications (from cell biology, tissue engineer
ing, cell cocultures, bio-assays, bio-sensors, etc.) led to a huge burst of technical 
papers in the last 10 years, providing adaptation of micropatterning techniques to 
various substrates (glass, plastics, hydrogels, elastomers, etc.), molecules, and cell 
types, in two dimensions (2D) and in three dimensions. This wealth of information 
is often difficult to deal with when trying to choose the right method, as there is a 
multitude of alternative techniques. Four main processes are dominating the field: 
(1) photolithography and liftoff (and other stencil types of methods), (2) micro-
contact printing, (3) UV-based chemistry, and (4) laser/electron beam etching (as 
well as other micro/nanoprinting techniques). 
Each method has drawbacks and advantages, and choosing one strongly depends on 

the application. There is unfortunately no universal solution. When working in a biology 
lab, being independent of specialized microfabrication facility is an advantage to con
sider. Two methods are easy to implement for biologists wanting to do simple micro-
patterning: microcontact printing and UV-based chemistry. The main advantage of 
microcontact printing is that, once a mold is available to produce the stamps, no special 
equipment and no special chemistry is needed to produce patterns [see Thery and Piel 
(2009) and Ostuni et al. (2009)]. Here we propose a deep UV (185 nm)-based protocol as 
an example of a technique well adapted to control cell adhesion geometry and cell shape 
(patterns of minimal dimensions of a few microns) and easy to implement in a cell 
biology lab. We present the simplest protocol which worked for most cell types we have 
tested so far, keeping them confined for several days (but not weeks). We chose PLL-g-
PEG as a cell/protein-repellent molecule as it readily binds with strong affinity on glass 
and is commercially available at low cost [a technique first proposed by Csucs et al. 
(2003)]. For a recent contribution to UV-based technique for 2D surface micropatterning 
see Azioune et al. (2009), with an introduction reviewing the field and referring to papers 
previously describing similar methods. 
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II. Designing a Photomask 

This section provides a few tips in the design and ordering of a proper photomask. 

A. Materials 

Software. Several software programs will allow design of mask features, depending 
on the requirements of the mask producing company. In the simplest case, drawing 
software with indication of sizes can be used, and the mask manufacturer will convert 
it into a proper file format (this will of course have a cost). A common file format used 
by manufacturers is GDS II (other formats are CIF and DXF). Any software which can 
produce such a file will work. Some software are specifically meant to design masks, 
they are not only very convenient but also often expansive, and will require a short 
learning phase (e.g., L-Edit, Clewin, AutoCAD). 

Photomask. For deep UV irradiation, it is important to have a proper type of photo
mask, transparent to wavelengths below 200 nm. The material used for such masks is 
usually called fused silica, or synthetic quartz. It has fewer defects than natural quartz and 
has a better transparency to short wavelength. It is also more expensive and is not the 
basic material proposed by photomask producers, so it has to be specified. Many 
companies produce photomasks for the microelectronics industry, not all of them propose 
fused silica photomasks. Another important parameter to check is the resolution provided 
by the company. Examples of companies to which we have ordered photomasks which 
worked with deep UVare Delta Mask (The Netherlands), Toppan photomasks (present in 
many countries), and Microtronics Photomasks (USA). 

B. Designing Features 

Size limitations. Size of features is limited by two factors: the resolution of the 
photomask, which can go down to a fraction of microns for the most expensive ones 
and will be around 1 µm for regular ones. The second factor is the quality of the contact 
between the substrate and the photomask (see part II for more details). Features of 1 µm 
are possible to obtain with care, and features of a few microns are easy to obtain. 

Single-cell micropatterns (see an example in figure 1). Designing patterns for single 
cells will depend on cell type: cells need enough space to spread [some would die if they do 
not have enough space, see Chen et al. (1997)], and if they have too much space, they will 
move around and lose their stereotyped morphology. Single-cell patterns usually range 
between 300 and 2000 µm2 for mammalian cells (but some cells might need larger 
patterns, a good estimate can be found by looking at the spreading area of cells on regular 
nonpatterned adhesive substrates). A second important feature is the distance between 
patterns. Here again, it will depend on cell types. Some cells are highly mobile and 
protrusive and able to bridge large gaps (for example, fibroblasts), other will not, allowing 
higher density of individual micropatterns on the substrate. A distance of 100 µm will 
prevent most cells from going from one pattern to the next, but it can be lowered down to 
50 µm, for example, for HeLa cells. Allowing cells to jump from one pattern to another 
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can also produce interesting results (if the pattern size is well set, cells will jump only when 
they are big enough, like in G2, or when there are two cells on the pattern, in telophase). 
Lines of various widths are interesting to study cell migration (Doyle et al., 2009; 

Pouthas et al., 2008), they can also be used to impose an axis for cell division 
without constraining cells on single-cell patterns, on which only a single round of 
division can be studied. Line width has been reported to affect cell speed and cell 
morphology: polarization effects occur for lines up to 15 µm in width, strong 
morphological and speed transition have been reported around 4 µm. Lines are easy 
to use as cells can be platted on the patterns and kept for several days. The distance 
between lines will allow or prevent cells from passing from one line to the other 
(spacing above 50 µm should avoid most cells from binding on two lines). 
Larger features can be used simply to keep motile cells from leaving the field of 

observation during long-term time-lapse recording. This will allow tracking of multiple 
sequential divisions. The size of the feature has to be adapted to the field of view (for 
example, about 500 µm diameter disks will keep cells within the field of a 10� 
objective when using a camera with about one million pixels of around 6 µm, a 
standard size for camera chips). 
It can be useful to include grids around patterns. Patterns can be grouped in squares 

of size equivalent to the most common field of view used in the experiments planned 
(for example, again using a 10� objective). This will help when scanning to select 
fields to be recorded. If no grid is present, it can be difficult to navigate through the 
coverslip, due to the repetition of identical patterns on a regular array. The grid width 
will of course bind cells; these cells will not be patterned, but they can serve as 
controls. We found that it is better to draw discontinuous lines if the mask is to be 
used for the protocol described in this article, as closed grids might trap air bubbles, 
introducing defects. Numbers and letters can be added on the grid for easier localiza
tion of cells on coverslips, for correlative microscopy. 
General organization of the photomask. A photomask is usually much larger than a 

single coverslip. A regular size is 5 � 5 in. This allows production of several coverslips 
at once, or to irradiate a large surface with a single type of patterns. But it can also be 
used to test several types of micropattern. It is then useful to leave a large line, visible 
by eye, between the regions with different features, and a mark to orient the mask, so 
finding the region of interest can be performed easily, without a microscope. When 
starting with micropatterns, it is often useful to first order a mask with many small 
regions containing all the ideas and parameters to test. Then, when it is clear which set 
of patterns is most useful, order a second mask with only a few types of patterns to 
produce several patterned coverslips at once. 

III. Micropatterned Substrate Fabrication 

Here we present patterning on glass coverslips. The exact same protocol can be 
applied to cell culture polystyrene (PS) substrates. Such substrates usually work better 
but are less suited for fluorescence live cell imaging at high magnification. 
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Fig. 1 Designing features. This scheme illustrates the basic geometrical parameters that has to be satisfied 
to ensure proper cell spreading on micropatterns (line width and micropattern size) and absence of cell 
spreading over two adjacent patterns (array step). 

A compromise can be found by coating glass coverslips with a thin layer of PS (for a 
detailed method, refer to Thery and Piel (2009). 

A. Materials 

•	 Glass coverslip. 
•	 MilliQ water. 
•	 Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). 
•	 10 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4. We noticed that problems with our protocol often came 

from bad buffers. Making new buffers is the first thing to try if the protocol works poorly. 
•	 100 mM NaHCO3 buffer, pH 8.5. 
•	 Ethanol 96%. 
•	 PLL-g-PEG (Surface Solutions, Switzerland, ref: PLL(20)-g[3.6]-PEG(2), stock 

solution at 1 mg/ml in 10 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.4, stored at þ 4°C for several 
months). 
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•	 Fibronectin (Sigma, F1141) or other protein to be patterned. It can be useful to 
have a fluorescently labeled version of the protein (some are commercial, other can 
be produced using labeling kits like Invitrogen ref A-10239). 

•	 PS (facultative) (Acros Organics, 178890250). 
•	 Toluene (Sigma Aldrich, 32249). 
•	 TI Prime (MicroChemicals). 

B. Equipments 

•	 Plasma cleaner (facultative, only needed if micropatterns are transferred to PS-coated 
glass coverslips, for example: PDC-32G, Harrick). 

•	 UV ozone oven. Such ovens can be found, usually in large formats, in clean rooms. 
Smaller ones are often used to clean AFM tips. A small benchtop version, perfectly 
fit for 5 in photomasks, can be found at Jelight (UVO cleaner, ref. 342-220). It is 
important to also order the ozone killer, or the oven will have to be placed under a 
chemical hood. We also recommend buying a fan to avoid overheating. 
Alternatively, it is possible for a very modest cost to build a homemade deep UV 
oven. Bulbs are available at Heraeus Noblelight GmH (NIQ 60/35 XL longlife lamp, 
l = 185 and 254 nm, quartz tube, 60 W). Four bulbs are enough. Be careful to order 
controllers allowing frequent switches of the bulbs (EVG 65-80W). A closed box 
has to be made containing bulb holders, allowing irradiation at a distance of about 
10 cm. It is also recommended to add fans to the box to avoid overheating. Particular 
care has to be taken to avoid any direct exposition to deep UV light and to get rid of 
the ozone it produces. 

•	 Vacuum mask holder (facultative). A mask holder can help ensure a better contact 
between the coverslip and the photomask (see Fig. 2). A homemade design may be 
obtained from the authors of this article. 

•	 Spin coater (facultative, only needed for polystyrene-coated glass coverslips, for 
example, Laurell Technologies Corporation, WS-400-6NPP-LITE). 

C. Method 

1. Surface Preparation 

1. The glass coverslip is washed with ethanol. Optionally it can be sonicated in ethanol 
to optimize dust removal. It is dried with filtered airflow or let dry under the hood. 

2. Dried coverslips are exposed to air plasma for 1 min, or oxygen plasma for 10 s at 
30 W, or to deep UV at 5 cm of the lamps, for 5 min. 

3. Incubate clean coverslips with 0.1 mg/ml of PLL-g-PEG in 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 
at room temperature (RT) for 1 h. It is not necessary to rinse, in fact not rinsing 
gives better results, just slowly lift off the coverslip to ensure complete PLL-PEG 
solution dewetting; if necessary remove the last drop of PLL-g-PEG with kimwipes, 
dry with airflow, and store at room temperature. 
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Fig. 2 Micropattern fabrication. This scheme summarizes the sequential steps to proceed through 
micropattern fabrication. Micropatterning can be performed on various substrates: generally on glass 
coverslip (1), on PS coverslip (2), or on PS-coated glass coverslip (3).Step 1: 1a. Take a clean glass 
coverslip and go to step 2,or 1 b: take a clean PS coverslip and go to step 2,or 1c: take a clean glass 
coverslip. Spin-coat “TI prime” for 30 s at 4000 rpm and cure1 min at 120°C, then spin-coat 0.5% PS in 
toluene for 30 s at 4000 rpm.Step 2. Oxidize with a plasma cleaner (30 W, 10 s).Step 3. Incubate with PLL
PEG (0.1 mg/ml in HEPES pH = 7.4, 30 min) and wash with MilliQ water.Step 4. 4a Place the coverslip and 
the chrome mask on a mask holder.or 4b put the coverslip in contact with the chrome mask using a water 
drop.Then place the sandwich under UV 180 nm (3 min) to oxidize the PLL-PEG under transparent areas. 
Step 5. Incubate with protein (Fibronectin in NaHCO3 pH = 8.5, 20 µg/ml, 30 min).Step 6. Rinse in NaHCO3 

buffer and dry. 

At that step the coverslip can be kept for several days, but the best quality is 
obtained if they are used in the following 24 h. 

To ensure a strongest protein and cell adhesion to the substrate, the glass coverslip 
can be coated with a thin (less than 50 nm) layer of polystyrene (PS). 
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1. The glass coverslip is washed with ethanol and dried with filtered airflow. 
2. Place the glass coverslip on a spin coater, cover with TI PRIME, and spin-coat 30 s 

at 3000 rpm. 
3. Cure the coverslip 1 min at 120°C on a hot plate. 
4. Place the glass coverslip on a spin coater, cover with 0.5% of PS in toluene, and 

spin-coat 30 s at 3000 rpm. 

2. Surface Patterning 

The following step can be performed in two ways: with a mask holder or a water drop. 
The mask holder uses vacuum to ensure a better contact between the coverslip and the 
mask. The contact is dry and coverslips are easier to remove (follow steps 1a–4a). The 
water drop is efficient without dedicated equipment (follow steps 1b and 4b). 
With vacuum and mask holder 

1a. Cautiously clean the photomask with acetone to remove organic residues (such as 
the one that sometimes result from contact with PS-coated slides) and then with 
isopropanol extensively to remove inorganic residues and acetone traces. If there is 
no organic residues on the mask, cleaning by isopropanol only will be sufficient 
and better. Dry with filtered airflow. 

2a. Place the coverslip on the vacuum holder with the pegylated side in contact with 
the chrome-coated side of the photomask on the mask holder. Open vacuum to 
ensure intimate contact between the coverslip and the mask. 

3a. Expose the mask-covered substrate to deep UV light for 3 min, at about 5 cm from 
the lamp. 

4a. To remove the coverslip from the photomask after step 2a, use a 1 ml plastic 
micropipette tip and a plastic tweezer or better the vacuum suction to lift up the 
coverslip. The coverslip should detach the mask very easily if the mask has been 
cleaned with isopropanol only. 

With water drop 

1b. Place the photomask under deep UV for 5 min to make it more hydrophilic. 
2b. Place the pegylated side of the coverslip in contact with the chrome-coated side of 

the photomask with a drop of water (the volume has to be adapted to the substrate 
size to allow complete coverage of the surface by water, but still keep close 
contact. A volume calculated to provide a spacing of about 5 µm is 
recommended). For 25 mm coverslips, use a drop of 1.5 µl of water on the 
mask. For 12 mm coverslips, use a drop of 0.5 µl of water on the mask. The 
formation of air bubbles between the mask and the substrate must be prevented. 

3b. Expose the mask-covered substrate to deep UV light for 3 min, at about 5 cm from 
the lamp. 

4b. To remove the coverslip from the photomask add water around it and wait until it 
is lifted by water. The lifetime of your mask depends of the way you are removing 
your coverslips. Use plastic tweezers, never a metallic one, or put a plastic 
micropipette tip on the tweezers when moving the coverslip over the surface of 
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the mask. The best is to add enough water so the coverslip floats on it and can be 
taken without touching the mask with the tweezers. 

Dried UV-patterned substrate can be kept on the bench in the lab atmosphere 
for a few months, but best results are obtained if used within the next few days. If 
they were kept dried, before using them, rehydrate them for 30 min in water or in 
PBS, so the PEG chains are well swollen before you incubate cells or proteins. 

5.	 Incubate patterned substrates with a mixture of fibronectin and fibronectin-Alexa 
fluor 488 nm (Invitrogen) in 100 mM NaHCO3, pH  8.5,  at  RT for  1  h, at  a  
concentration of 25 and 10 µg/ml, respectively (note that if the surface used was 
PS or PDMS, the patterns are visible in phase contrast). You can use any protein, 
just note that for some proteins that tend to form films (like collagen or fibrinogen) 
not more than 10 µg/ml should be used or films could form over the PEG surface. It 
is important to incubate the proteins in a basic buffer, because proteins will then 
covalently bind to the patterned areas, which contain carboxyl groups. This reaction 
can by activated using a mix of 1-Ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl]carbodiimide 
hydrochloride (EDC or EDAC) and Sulfo-NHS (N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide) (see 
Section V). To avoid using too much protein, the protein solution can be placed on 
a piece of parafilm and then covered by the coverslip. 

6.	 Wash twice with PBS. At this step the substrate should not be dried. It can be kept 
overnight at 4°C in PBS but better results are obtained if used readily to plate cells. 

IV. Cell Deposition 

This part is identical to the similar part in Thery and Piel (2009). The described 
micropatterned substrates have been used successfully with the following cells: HeLa, 
RPE1, MCF10A, MCF7, NIH3T3, HepaRG, MDCK, and human mesenchymal stem 
cells, as well as mice bone marrow-derived dendritic cells. 

A. Materials 

1. Reagents 

PBS (Invitrogen/Gibco, 14040-091)
 
Trypsin (0.5 g/l)-EDTA(0.2 g/l) (Invitrogen/Gibco, 25300-054)
 
DMEM or DMEM-F12 (Invitrogen/Gibco, 31331-028)
 
Fetal bovine serum (Dominique Dutscher, ref 500105)
 
Penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen/Gibco, 15140-122)
 
Flasks for cell culture (Sigma, 75 cm2, 430641)
 
Pipettes
 

2. Equipments 

Laminar Flow hood (Fisher Bioblock Scientific, ref B90649) 
Incubator (Heracell 150, Thermo electron corp, ref 51022392) 
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Microscope (Olympus, CKX41) 
Centrifuge (Eppendorf 5702, Dominique Dutscher, ref 033716) 

B. Method 

1. Adherent cells are washed in PBS and detached from their flask with trypsin-EDTA 
(for 5–10 min, depending on the dilution used) or Versen EDTA. 

2. Complete culture medium (DMEM or DMEM-F12 þ 10% SVF þ 1% penicillin 
and streptomycin) is added to the flask and collected cells are centrifugated 3 min at 
1500 rpm. 

3. Supernatant is removed and cells are resuspended in culture medium at 150,000 
cells/ml. 

4. Cell solution is added on the micropatterned substrate (glass slide or TCPS dish). 
The final density should be about 10,000 cells/cm2. The whole is placed in the 
incubator. 

5. After a given time that varies from one cell line to the other (10–20 min for RPE1 
and 20–60 min for HeLa-B) the coverslip is checked under the microscope to 
confirm that a sufficiently large proportion of cells have attached to the 
micropatterns. 

6. Nonattached cells	 are removed by gently aspirating the medium with a 1 ml 
pipetman while simultaneously adding some warm new medium. 
Note: Pay attention not to aspirate all the medium, otherwise the dewetting of the 

solution due to PEG physicochemical properties could dry the attached cells. 
7. Attached	 cells are placed back in the incubator to let them spread fully 

(1–5 h depending on cell type). 
8. 1 h later cells can be fixed or video recorded. 

V. Discussion 

The protocol presented in this article is the simplest and yet robust protocol to 
directly pattern glass substrates with cell adhesion proteins like fibronectin. The 
success rate is high and the limited number of chemicals and steps involved reduces 
the potential sources of problems. Moreover, it does not involve any toxic reagent or 
expensive device. 
This protocol can also be modulated to adapt to specific applications. There are 

mainly four reasons to adapt the protocol: 

1. Cells. Some cells are easier to maintain on micropatterns than others. The main 
problems are cells which exert strong forces on the substrate and can tear off the 
proteins, and cells which are strongly motile and adhesive and will easily escape to 
invade the nonadhesive regions [see Fink et al. (2007) for a discussion of these 
problems]. 
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2. Patterned proteins. Some proteins or peptides might react differently with the deep 
UV-patterned PLL-g-PEG-covered substrate. It is particularly true for small 
peptides, which might not be repelled properly by PLL-g-PEG, as it leaves small 
“holes” on the surface, and for charged peptides or proteins and proteins which tend 
to adsorb on hydrophobic surfaces. Such proteins might show either a poor contrast 
between UV irradiated and nonirradiated regions or even display an inverse 
contrast. 

3. Timescale of the experiment. For experiments which require keeping cells on the 
patterns for more than 48 h, it might be important to adapt the protocol to prevent 
cells from escaping the patterns. 

4. Substrate. The method presented can be applied on any substrate which can be 
made cell repulsive or is naturally cell repulsive, like glass, plastic, and “soft” 
substrates like silicone rubber or hydrogels. 

To successfully adapt the protocol to various cells, proteins, or substrates, there are 
two parameters to modulate: 

1. Antiadhesive surface coating. In general, the success of the method presented here 
mostly depends on the quality of the passivation of the substrate. PLL-g-PEG is the 
easiest molecule to use, but it does not provide the best passivation when just 
adsorbed on bare glass, especially for long-term experiments. 

2. Protein binding to the substrate. Just adsorbing proteins on the irradiated substrate is 
often enough, but in some cases (cells which pull strongly or substrates on which 
proteins do not adsorb properly), it can be important to covalently bind proteins in a 
well-controlled way. 

At this stage, many options are open: which surface treatment should be used in the 
cell/protein-repellent regions and which one should be used to optimally bind cell 
adhesion molecules? Various options include simple adsorption, covalent binding, 
electrostatic interactions, silanization, and hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions. 
Some very simple techniques (direct patterning on bare glass without any backfilling 
with repellent molecule, for example) will work well with cells which do not bind on 
bare glass and do not pull too strongly on their adhesion molecules. For other cells, 
very good repellent molecules should be used and very strong binding of the adhesion 
molecules to the substrate is required. 

Many technical papers have been published in the past few years, proposing various 
protocols for fabrication of adhesive micropatterns on different substrates and using a 
variety of methodologies. Most of these studies are performed by bioengineering teams 
and surface chemists who have both expertise and tools that are often hardly accessible 
to biologists. As there is no universal solution to produce micropatterns, one has to find 
a compromise between easiness, reproducibility, and quality of patterning, together 
with good optical quality of the substrate. Moreover each cell type or culture condition 
will impose precise constraints. In some difficult cases, it will be necessary to have the 
patterned substrates produced by physicists or chemists specializing in complicated 
surface chemistry and microfabrication methods. 
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A. Discussion of Alternative Methods for Passivation 

A discussion of some methods can also be found in Fink et al. (2007). 

•	 Short-term (<48 h) confinement of cells on glass substrate: use PLL-g-PEG as in 
this article. 

•	 Longer term (> 48 h) on glass substrate. The easiest improvement of passivation 
consists of coating the glass coverslip with PS. 

•	 Covalent binding of PLL-g-PEG. Many substrates (PS, silicon rubber, 
polyacrylamide, PVA, etc.) can be activated by deep UVs to produce oxidized 
groups on their surfaces (like hydroxyl or carboxyl groups). These can be made 
reactive with amines with a mix of EDC and NHS (see below for a protocol for 
PDMS silicon rubber). PLL-g-PEG will then be bound covalently. A similar method 
can enable binding of proteins covalently, as regions irradiated with deep UV will 
contain such groups [see Azioune et al. (2009)]. 

•	 A more dense and efficient coating of glass with PEG molecules can be obtained 
using a silanization process [see Cuvelier et al. (2003), Blümmel et al. (2007), and 
Thery et al. (2005)). Such processes usually involve a first step of silanization, 
leading to glass coating with reactive groups (amines, sulphahydryl, etc.) and then 
binding of PEG chains with a fitting reactive group (NHS, maleimide, etc.). To get a 
denser coating, it is possible to use two PEGs with different lengths, a long one 
(2 kD) and a short one (PEG 4 or 8). 

•	 On hydrophobic substrates like PS, direct deep UV irradiation will create 
hydrophilic regions. Substrates can then be incubated with Pluronic to prevent 
cell/protein binding to nonirradiated regions, followed by incubation with proteins 
which will then bind only in the irradiated regions. Pluronic is a very efficient 
antifouling molecule and will allow cell confinements for days if not weeks 
(Tan et al., 2004). 

B. Discussion of Alternative Methods for Protein Adsorption and Binding 

As mentioned above, it is possible to obtain a covalent binding of proteins using 
incubation with EDC/NHS, prior to protein incubation. 
It is also possible to invert the protocol proposed in this article: binding proteins on 

the substrate by any covalent method of choice (for example, silanization with amino 
silane, then activation with glutaraldehyde and reaction with the protein) and then 
destroy the protein with deep UVs through a photomask. Then backfilling the substrate 
with a passivation molecule like PLL-g-PEG. This can allow more flexibility in the 
protein binding process. 
It is possible to pattern multiple proteins sequentially. After the first protein is 

patterned as described in this protocol, a second irradiation with deep UV can be 
performed, and a second protein can then be bound to the second set of patterns. 
Contamination of the first patterns with the second protein cannot be completely 
avoided but can be reduced by saturating the first pattern with bovine serum albumin 
before starting the second patterning process. 
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C. Example of an Alternative Protocol for Micropatterning of Silicon Elastomer with 
Deep UVs 

Plating cells on thin silicon elastomer films allows controlled cell stretching. Com
bined with micropatterns, it is a good tool to study cell response to mechanical stress. 

•	 Wash the PDMS in EtOH 70% (and sonicate if necessary), 10 min RT. 
•	 Dry. 
•	 Activate the PDMS with deep UV for 5 min (5–10 cm from bulb). 
•	 Prepare fresh EDC/sulfo-NHS solution. 

For 1 ml of solution (enough to cover about 12 cm2 of PDMS) 

•	 Weight 11.5 mg of Sulfo-NHS. 
•	 Weight 19.2 mg of EDC. 
•	 Dissolve in buffer 0.05 M MES þ 0.5 M NaCl pH 6.0. 

This solution cannot be stored; it has to be made freshly each time you prepare 
passivated PDMS. 

•	 Wash PDMS with H2O. 
•	 Incubate 15 min at RT with EDC/Sulfo-NHS solution. 
•	 Wash with PBS and H2O. 
•	 Incubate 3 h at RT (or O/N at RT) with a solution of PLL-g-PEG at 0.5 mg/ml in 

HEPES 10 mM, pH 8.6. 
•	 Wash with PBS and then H2O—can be stored at that stage at 4°C up to 1 week. 
•	 Dry the PDMS well. No water should be left between PDMS and photomask. 
•	 Place in close contact with the photomask. 
•	 Illuminate with deep UV through the photomask for 5 min. 
•	 Add H2O and remove gently from the mask. 
•	 Incubate the PDMS with a solution of 25 µg/ml fibronectin in NaHCO3 100 mM, 

pH 8.6, 1 h at RT. 
•	 Rinse with H2O and PBS. 
•	 Place in cell culture medium 
•	 You can plate the cells on the PDMS. 

1. Material 

•	 PDMS can either be made from scratch and casted in order to make a thin flat 
film, or you can buy it in ready to use form from Gel Pak (PF-60-X4; thickness 
150 µm). 

•	 EDC (N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N0-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride) can be 
purchased from Sigma (ref 03450). 

•	 Sulfo-NHS (N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium salt) can also be purchased from 
Sigma (Ref 56485). 

•	 MES (2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid, 4-morpholineethanesulfonic acid) is 
bought from Sigma (M3671). 
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VI. General Conclusions 

Successful micropatterning implies that cells show both a good adhesion in the 
patterns and a long-term confinement. We found this to be more difficult to achieve on 
single-cell patterns than on large areas and that some cell types are more demanding 
than others. Nevertheless optimization based only on these parameters leads to tech
niques which are often too heavy to handle on a daily basis in a biology lab. One has 
thus to find compromises to minimize specialized devices and techniques and keep a 
good micropattern quality. 
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